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Abstract – Cryptography needs a key. Key which generated from the biometric template more represent the individuality but it endures irrevocability. The cancelable transformation makes the biometric template become revocable. In here, one of the cancelable transformation method is applied to one of the biometric-based key generation method. An issue which arising from that application is answered by combining a short key which generated from the transformed template with a key generated from the system to obtain the length which required by the used cryptographic algorithm. That proposal is implemented into Matlab 7.11.0 and PHP 5.4.7. The implementation result is tested using fingerprint samples which taken from The Third International Fingerprint Verification Competition (FVC2004). The testing result show that same person generate different key, different person generate same key, and the cancelable transformation can be executed repeatably. It concluded that combining the short key which generated from a transformed template with a cryptographic key can be used to obtain the length which required by the used cryptographic algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The communication between the sender and receiver can be either verbal or non-verbal. It needs to more pay attention on the security aspect of that data communication. Cryptography, a method for ensuring the security aspect, needs a key. The conventional key is not represent the individuality but the key which generated from the biometric template is represent the individuality. Biometric is irrevocable but the biometric cancelable transformation result is revocable.

Bais et all. (2012) key generation method had reduced the complexity of the biometric-based key generation algorithm. Solanki (2013) method provided the better solution if there exist the biometric compromised event by combining the key which generated from the biometric template with the cryptographic key. The experimental result which written on both paper show that Solanki (2013) and Bais et all. (2012) used the same method (pre-processing, minutiae extraction, and the key generation). Ang et al. (2005) method applied the key concept on the cancelable transformation method so that more than one cancelable template can be generated from one original template (more secure).

The need of many-to-one aspect must be fulfilled by the cancelable transformation method for ensuring the non-invertibility of the transformed template. On the other hand, it resulting in decreasing the number of features that can be extracted from the transformed template. This resulting in shortening the key which can be generated from the transformed template.

In here, the raising issue is answered by combining the short key which generated from the transformed template with the cryptographic key to obtain the length which required by the used cryptographic algorithm. In here, the key combination result is used by the blowfish algorithm for securing a text file.

II. BASIC THEORY

II.1 CRYPTOGRAPHY

It needs to build the security system of the private data for the unauthorized person can’t know it or change it. Cryptography is a method for securing the data. The development in cryptography is followed by the development in its compromising effort. In principle, cryptography has four major components as show in Figure I. First, the plaintext (message that can be read). Second, the cipher-text (message that can not be read). Third, key (key to encrypt and decrypt). Fourth, the algorithm (a method for encrypting and decrypting).

According to Mandal (2012), blowfish has the advantage in encrypting and decrypting the text file. Blowfish has two parts: key expansion and encryption / decryption. Key expansion is executed prior to encryption / decryption.
II.2 FINGERPRINT
A fingerprint pattern is consist of the ridge and the valley. At the global level, the pattern is categorized into types: loop, arch, and whorl as shown in Figure II. At the local level, the pattern is categorized into types: ridge ending and ridge bifurcation as shown in Figure III. Loop is the fingerprint pattern that recurve back on themselves to form a loop shape. Arch is the fingerprint pattern in which the line coming from the one side of the painting and flows into the other side of the painting with a wave up in the middle of the painting. Whorl is the fingerprint pattern which has two deltas and at least one circular line. Ridge ending is the point where the ridge ends, while ridge bifurcation is the point where the ridge branched.

II.3 CANCELABLE TRANSFORMATION
Cancelable transformation (the transformation that can be canceled) concept was first proposed by Ratha et al. (2001). This idea arose because there exist two shortcomings in the previous biometric template security method. First, the hash system can’t accommodate the subject interactive variation to the acquisition device. Second, the cryptographic system itself can’t accommodate attacks on its decryption point. The cancelable transformation concept using a model as shown in Figure IV. Enrollment is used to store the individual data as the transformed template. Identification is used to compare the input data with all of the stored transformed template data until a match is found. Verification is used to determine whether the input data match to exactly one of the stored transformed template data. Either at the enrollment or at the identification and verification, the transformation function unit is used to convert the input data based on a rule. The matching unit compares the input data with the template data and determines whether they match based on a threshold.

III. PROPOSED METHOD
In here, the cancelable transformation method is applied to the irrevocable fingerprint key generation method. More specifically, Ang et al. (2005) method is applied to the irrevocable fingerprint key generation method proposed by Bais et al. (2012) and Solanki (2013). An issue which arising from that application is the lower the number of features that can be extracted from the transformed template. This resulting in shortening the key that can be generated from the transformed template. That issue is answered by combining the key which generated from the transformed template with the key from the cryptographic system to obtain the length which
required by the used cryptographic algorithm. The result can be described as shown in Figure V. In this figure, it appears that a fingerprint should be through the stages (pre-processing, minutiae extraction, cancelable transformation, and key combination) before it can be used at the key expansion stage and at the encryption-decryption stage in the blowfish algorithm.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed method has been implemented into Matlab 7.11.0 and PHP 5.4.7. The final results as shown in Figure VI.

V. EXPERIMENT AND EXPLANATION

The implementation result were tested using fingerprint samples which taken from The Third International Fingerprint Verification Competition (FVC2004). The following table is one of the obtained experimental result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fingerprint Image</th>
<th>Transformation Parameter</th>
<th>Key From Transformed Template</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O₁:300</td>
<td>O₂:300</td>
<td>011110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₁:300</td>
<td>O₂:300</td>
<td>011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₁:300</td>
<td>O₂:300</td>
<td>0111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₁:300</td>
<td>O₂:300</td>
<td>0111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experimental result shows that there exist the possibility where same person have different key, different person have same key, and cancelable transformation can be executed repeatably. More specifically, there exist same key which generated from the same transformation parameter applied to different individual template. That thing leads to the security aspect (confidentiality and integrity) can’t be fulfilled. Additionally, the cancelable transformation result can be generated repeatably so that the key from the transformed template can be generated repeatably too. It should be noted that the
key combination result may not be generated repeatably because the key which generated from the transformed template must be combined first with the key generated from the random function to obtain the length which required by the used cryptographic algorithm.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Required steps to generate the cryptographic key from the cancelable transformation template result are: First, minutiae extraction. Second, the extracted minutiae is transformed by using the cancelable transformation function. Third, the transformed minutiae is used to generate the key. Finally, the key which generated from the transformed minutiae is combined with the cryptographic key. It concluded that those steps can be used to obtain the length which required by the used cryptographic algorithm. Because fingerprint is not universal, multimodal biometric will be used at the next work.
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